Faculty Senate Meeting

Minutes #323

October 20, 2006

Meeting:

12:45 p.m. in Walsh Library
Rose Hill Campus

Guests:

Dr. Judith Mills, Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dr. David Stuhr, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dr. Frank Sirianni, Vice President for Information Technology
Catherine Buescher, Assistant Vice President for Information Technology

Excused:

Senators Frank Boyle, Joseph Koterski, S.J., Chaya Piotrkowski, and
Mary Procidano.

Dr. Grace Vernon, the President of the Faculty Senate, called the Senate to order at 12:56
p.m. Father Mark Massa delivered the invocation. In the absence of Senator Koterski,
S.J. Senators Flavin and Reidenberg were appointed to take minutes for this meeting.
1. Formal Matters Presented by Dr. Judith Mills, Interim Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Dr. Mills presented the highlights of the quarterly report that was given to the Academic
Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees last week. Her remarks addressed three
areas: educational initiatives, appointments and the closing of Marymount.
(1) Educational Initiatives. Dr. Mills reported that Dr. Ron Jacobson (Associate
Vice President for Academic Affairs) is overseeing the project to implement the
Strategic Plan goals for adult education and is examining all adult education
programs to consolidate them and to explore creative initiatives in non-credit
education. Dr. Mills reported that Dr. Don Gillespie (Associate Vice President
for Institutional Research) is leading an effort to improve outcome assessment.
She noted that the Middle States Self-Study Report indicated an already
substantial level of assessment activity across the University through Academic
Affairs and Student Affairs, but that these efforts were unfocused and
uncoordinated. Dr. Mills expressed the hope that the coordinated effort will result
in a wider range of performance assessment throughout the University. Dr. Mills
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also stated that the University would add a new staff person to work on
assessment
(2) Appointments. Dr. Mills reported that she was very pleased with the
appointment of Dr. Nancy Busch, Dean of GSAS, to the new position of chief
research officer and Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs. Dr. Mills
stated that Dr. Busch will also remain as dean of GSAS and professor of
psychology. Dr. Mills reported that, as indicated in the Strategic Plan, the office
will focus on sponsored research and grants and that it may be re-organized to
support this mission. In the meantime, the search to fill other positions in the
office has not yet started.
Dr. Mills informed the Senate that Dr. Dominic Balestra concluded his service as
Dean of the Arts and Sciences Faculty. Dr. Mills expressed her appreciation for
Dr. Balestra’s good work and announced that Dr. Robert Himmelberg will serve
on an interim basis as the Dean of the Arts and Sciences Faculty and that he will
not have responsibilities for undergraduate education.
Dr. Howard P. Tuckman joined Fordham in the summer as Dean of the Graduate
School of Business. Dr. Mills reported that last week Dr. Tuckman gave an
excellent presentation to the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board of
Trustees on his vision for GBA that was followed by a lively discussion. She felt
his appointment was off to a very good start.
(3) The Formal Closing of Marymount College. Marymount College will
formally close and no longer be one of the colleges of Fordham University,
effective as of the May 2007 commencement. The University is working to
accommodate those students who are eligible to transfer into one of Fordham’s
undergraduate colleges or the College of Liberal Studies at Tarrytown and to
assist those students who are transferring to non-Fordham colleges. Dr. Mills
also indicated that the Dean at Marymount hopes to write to Marymount faculty
to inform them that Fordham regularly searches for full-time positions, adjunct
positions and visitorships and that Marymount faculty can apply for those
positions. The Administration, however, will not pressure or require the Arts and
Sciences departments to hire Marymount faculty; the decisions will be left to the
individual departments and units.
In addition to her report on matters brought to the Board’s Academic Affairs Committee,
Dr. Mills spoke about the status of Senate resolutions and her review of the Senate
proposal for clinical and distinguished professors.
(1) Update on the Status of Senate Resolutions. Dr. Mills informed the Senate
that the Senate’s resolution on the composition of the promotions committee
(Faculty Senate Meeting Minutes # 316, February 10, 2006) was approved by
the Board of Trustees at the April 2006 meeting.
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Dr. Mills also reported that the phased retirement program was renewed in its
current form, but only for this academic year. She indicated that the Board’s
Academic Affairs and the Finance committees are waiting for the report on
faculty compensation from the Salary & Benefits Committee before
committing for a longer period of time. She also reported that the University
Counsel opposed continual renewals of the identical policy and suggested that
the Senate might consider novel approaches or modifications for any new
proposal related to phased retirement at the expiration of the current program.
While the compensation study was originally to be concluded in December, it
appears that the deadline will not be met.
Dr. Mills informed the Senate that the Senate’s resolution of May 16, 2006
(see Minutes #320) regarding the organization of areas in the School of
Business was passed at the last meeting of the Board of Trustees.
Dr. Mills reported that the Senate’s resolution regarding appointment
procedures for named professorships and distinguished professorships
(Faculty Senate Meeting Minutes #318, April 7, 2006) and the Senate’s
resolution regarding clinical staff (Faculty Senate Meeting Minutes #320, May
16, 2006) were not presented to the Board of Trustees. Dr. Mills said that the
administration wanted to review those proposals further.
(2) Clinical Staff. With regard to clinical staff, Dr. Mills acknowledged that
many anomalies exist under this title across divisions and noted, in particular,
the difference between professional practitioners in the professional schools
where accreditation recognizes the role and other uses elsewhere in the
University. Dr. Mills proposed an assessment of the function of the clinical
lines and whether some of these lines should be converted to tenure-track
lines; a moratorium on appointment of new clinical staff in the Arts and
Sciences until the assessment can be made; and an examination to determine if
some clinical lines in the Arts and Sciences are used to satisfy special needs
that might better be attributed to another type of position that is truly distinct
from the professional/practitioner clinical lines. Dr. Mills would like several
months for the Administration to address these issues and suggested that a
proposal might be made to the Board of Trustees at the March 2007 meeting.
(3) Named and Distinguished Professsors. With regard to the named and
distinguished professors proposal, Dr. Mills acknowledged there are
significant nomenclature issues that need to be addressed because titles have
been used inconsistently. In particular, she reported that the intent behind the
“Magis” distinction proposed by the Strategic Plan was to support promising
young faculty with research funds, but instead of using the term “Magis
Fellow,” the term was “Magis Professor” was used in the appointment
designation. In the future, the term “Magis Fellows” will be used. Dr. Mills
noted similarly that the term “Distinguished” has been used several ways.
Sometimes the designation refers to attractive outside candidates for
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appointment to the faculty who would go through the statutory appointments
and tenure process. Other times, the designation refers to ‘service professors,’
funded chairs and to the 5 Distinguished Professors holding specific statutory
rank. Dr. Mills recognized that the nomenclature usages were not clearly
defined and articulated. Dr. Mills stated that she would like to review this
further with Senate.
At the conclusion of Dr. Mills’ presentation, the floor was opened for discussion.
Senators expressed the concern that the issue with the distinguished and named chairs
went beyond nomenclature and related to faculty governance. Senator Massa noted that
decisions were occasionally made without faculty consultation even though the
assessment of the qualifications for these distinguished positions is an area of faculty
responsibility. Dr. Mills acknowledged that this had been a problem in the past and that
there do not yet seem to be procedures in place for the appointment of Magis Fellows.
Dr. Mills also drew a distinction between donor funded chairs with specific criteria and
general chairs and explained that the option may not exist for nominations for candidates
among members of the department.
Senator Martin commented that the Senate subcommittee sought to separate questions of
funding from rank. He reiterated that part of the problem is that “Distinguished” is a rank
in University Statutes, but also applied in some instances with respect to funding rather
than rank. Dr. Mills acknowledged that this needs to be addressed and that the
University has now identified across the University all the chairs, their funding levels,
and their expenses.
With respect to the closure of Marymount, Senator Bray asked if retaining a Marymount
faculty member who has been teaching in a Fordham department this year requires an
additional faculty line authorization. Dr. Mills responded that approximately 7
Marymount faculty were “on loan” to Fordham departments until May 2007. To retain
any of these faculty, the Fordham departments would need to request and obtain approval
for a new permanent or visiting staff line.
Senator Nissim quoted from the AAUP’s “Recommended Institutional Regulations on
Academic Freedom and Tenure” (1956, as revised 1983) which requires that “Before the
administration issues notice to a faculty member of its intention to terminate an
appointment because of formal discontinuance of a program or department of instruction,
the institution will make every effort to place the faculty member concerned in another
suitable position.” Senator Nissim cited the situation in the Math Department where
reliance on non-full time faculty for teaching assignments has been alleviated by a faculty
member “on loan” from Marymount. He expressed the need for Math to have an
additional staff line. Dr. Mills invited departments to make their case for any additional
line requests. She wanted it understood, however, that the Departments were not being
pressured to hire Marymount faculty.
Senator Massa asked about the University’s commitment to a 3-2 teaching load. Dr.
Mills said that the Strategic Plan calls for an incremental implementation and she hopes a
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plan will be in place by the end of the 2006-07 year for phased implementation beginning
in 2007-08. Dr. Mills said that this goal was the primary task of the Arts and Science
faculty and that the University has funds to begin hiring to supplement the faculty as
needs are presented. Dr. Mills noted, however, that implementation has begun in a
general manner in that more liberal approvals are granted for course reductions as funds
become available rather than securing permanent reductions for individual faculty
members.
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs David Stuhr then presented a chart on the
academic backgrounds of new hires for 2006-07 (see attached Appendix I). He asked the
Senate to note the high caliber of the Ph.D-granting institutions for the new hires and
indicated that most hires were at the junior level. Dr. Stuhr presented a second chart on
offers and acceptances made during the recruitment cycle. Most departments recruited
their first choice candidates. Some departments reported difficulty recruiting their first
choice candidates because of the financial packages that were offered. Dr. Mills reported
that the Board does not want the University to lose the best candidates. She reminded
Senators that chairs and Deans can negotiate course loads for new hires.
Senator Blumberg noted that late authorizations make it difficult to recruit ‘first choice’
candidates. In order to ensure timely advertising of positions, Dr. Mills would like to
have authorizations completed in July. Senator Flicker noted that in her field the
recruitment meeting takes place in August and a July authorization would already be too
late. Dr. Mills responded that if a different timeframe is needed because of disciplinary
hiring or conference norms, then Departments should let Dr. Mills know and the Deans
can try to move things up.
2. Salary & Benefits Committee Report by Dr. Bruce Berg, Committee Chair
Senator Berg updated the Senate on the work of the Salary & Benefits Committee.
Senator Berg reported that all remaining Appendix C issues have been resolved,
including health care cost shares for the spouses of retired Medicare eligible faculty.
Salary & Benefits is awaiting proposed language from Vice President for Finance Frank
Simio. Once the language is received, Salary & Benefits will review the text and
consolidate it to present to the Senate a revised Appendix C for a first reading, probably
in December.
Senator Berg reported that the University will go forward with a Roth 403(b) savings
plan option and that this option should be implemented some time this academic year.
Senator Berg noted that the University is also considering the addition of a 457(b) plan
that will allow deferral of additional pre-tax contributions if other contributions are
already at maximum.
Lastly, Senator Berg reported on the Committee’s work assessing salary data. The
Office of Vice President for Academic Affairs provided the Committee with the
university-wide salary data showing median salary and salary ranges disaggregated by
school, rank, tenure status and gender. Because approximately 25% of the disaggregated
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categories included only one or two faculty members, the median and range data revealed
specific faculty members’ salaries. As a result, Salary & Benefits recommended to the
Executive Committee that the data itself remain confidential with Salary & Benefits and
not be published or released. The Executive Committee agreed.
Senator Berg proceeded to summarize the results of the preliminary analysis of the data.
He reported that there were differences among schools, in particular that most schools
were grouped close together but that Law and GBA salaries were ahead of the others.
With respect to gender differences, Senator Berg said salaries for tenured men tended to
be higher than for tenured women, except in GSSS where salaries for tenured women
were higher than men. Senator Berg noted, however, that the analysis did not consider
the number of years of experience and cautioned that this could be a factor in the salary
differential. Senator Berg further reported that junior faculty members appear to have
salary gender parity. The data indicated that salary compression is also an important
issue as illustrated by several cases where the average salaries for untenured faculty were
higher than for tenured faculty members.
Senators discussed the significance of the data, how to analyze the information fully and
how to present the results in a way that preserves salary confidentiality and identifies any
trends. President Vernon with the consensus of the Senate then asked Salary & Benefits
to proceed with a more detailed statistical analysis of the data that would take into
consideration factors such as the effect of seniority and years at Fordham on salary and to
prepare a formal report for presentation to the Senate.
3. Information Technology Report by Dr. Frank Sirianni, Vice President for
Information Technology and Catherine Buescher, Assistant to the Associate Vice
President, Planning and Program Development
Dr. Frank Sirianni, Vice President for Information Technology (IT), and Catherine
Buescher, Assistant to the Associate Vice President for Planning and Program
Development, arrived at 2:28 p.m.
Dr. Sirianni reported on his presentation to the Board of Trustees Facilities Committee on
the status and planning of University IT resources. Since he has now been at Fordham
for one year, he noted he has been exposed to a full cycle of planning. Dr. Sirianni’s
objective was to lay out an improvement program so that IT can better support the
University’s mission and goals.
Dr. Sirianni reported that in the past IT’s operations focused on trying to make things
work by maintaining existing service levels, deferring investments, fixing IT when
broken, decentralizing planning and delivery, and creating ‘islands of automation.’ Dr.
Sirianni said that he wants to move the University toward a strategic model that will
focus instead on life-cycle planning, effective information management, early follower
status rather than cutting edge spending, the allocation of central and decentralized
planning, information and power, just-in-time purchasing decisions, open, not proprietary
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systems, the use of many vendors rather than in-house development and the reengineering of business processes.
Dr. Sirianni indicated that IT initiatives will focus on the improvement of University
resources, the integration of ‘enterprise applications’ (i.e. coordination of University IT
systems), the commitment to organizational excellence, the enhancement of operation
readiness (e.g. security, privacy, etc.), and the improvement of data centers and risk
management to avoid the problems that summer power outages caused across the
University during the summer. The specific goal areas for the next 5 years are: the ERP
(back-office), the implementation of the Banner university data management system
which among other features will allow faculty to have a single sign-on for university
information systems, and the improvement in the physical infrastructure. Dr. Sirianni
observed ironically that there is no integrated technology even in the O’Hare Special
Collections Room where the Senate was meeting for him to give his presentation
Among the improvements in IT, Dr. Sirianni highlighted that student email was moved to
‘mirapoint’ for better service, faculty help-desk hours were expanded and the number of
smart classrooms have increased with more on the way. Dr. Sirianni said that he meets
regularly with the Senate Technology Committee as well as its chair, Senator Reidenberg,
and indicated that the work of the committee has been very helpful documenting faculty
needs. He further noted that his staff will make increased efforts to communicate more
effectively with the University community. He distributed an organizational chart for IT
that identified each staff members’ responsibilities.
At the conclusion of Dr. Sirianni’s presentation, Senator Rock praised the shift in
paradigm from the operational model to the strategic model. Senator Chatterjee asked
about the availability of software on different campuses. Dr. Sirianni noted that identity
management affects availability of services from different university servers and until the
identity management system is deployed such problems will persist. The timeline for the
unified identity management is 3 ½ years. Dr. Sirianni further stated that some of the
variation may also come from software residing on GBA’s server at Lincoln Center as
compared to university-provided services at Rose Hill. Dr. Sirianni indicated that he has
no objection to schools providing such software services, but it will take longer to enable
ubiquitous access.
Senator Reidenberg asked Dr. Sirianni to comment on the staffing levels for the IT
services at the University compared to those at comparable institutions. Dr. Sirianni
responded that the entire IT department consisted of 67 people plus 20 contractors who
fill-in for staff rather than serve as out-source vendors. He informed the Senate that most
organizations our size with our aspirations would have double the staff. As an example,
he stated that only 5 employees support all smart classrooms on 3 campuses. Dr. Sirianni
noted that the current budget allowed 7 new lines, though 17 were requested. This affects
faculty services such as the available hours for the help desk.
Senator Gyug recognized and appreciated the recent improvement in IT, but expressed
concern that new problems will outpace improvements. He gave the example of trying to
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send an email to the CBA and A&S faculty and finding the only solution was to send the
message to all University faculty. Dr. Sirianni responded that such problems are often the
result of a lack of communications and invited conversations earl in the planning process
so that solutions can be developed and integrated into our existing systems.
Cathy Buescher was then invited to present information about the development of the
web portal that will serve as users’ entry point of access to university information and
web services. The development project is known as “Luminis” and Ms. Buescher serves
as the faculty liaison to the administrative group setting policies and developing the “look
and feel” of the web site. She explained that the purpose of her presentation is to solicit
guidance about how best to communicate with the faculty. Ms. Buescher explained that
the web portal has two typical aspects: (1) sign-on for access to all systems appropriate
for the user; (2) tabs across the top that link to information specific to type of user (e.g.
faculty, student, or administrator). At present, the Luminis project is in the midst of
defining the tabs that will be available to the different types of users at the University.
Ms. Buescher presented a matrix showing the current approach. She reported that the
portal will be designed so that users can “customize” their view and be able to select
types of information known as “channels” from both within and outside Fordham.
At the conclusion of her presentation, Senator Massa asked if many other institutions
with our profile use this approach. Dr. Sirianni replied that this is the industry standard
with a very high adoption rate. Senator Martin urged that the project should use a more
user-friendly name. Dr. Sirianni replied that Luminis is the name of the product itself
and that the product comes from the company, Banner.
Senator Blumberg expressed concern that there seem to be a proliferation of ways to
record data on students asked whether this project will standardize data management and
software. Dr. Sirianni responded that the goal is to integrate data management from the
currently confusing array of information storage systems in different places throughout
the University. Dr. Sirianni cited, as examples, the segregation of HR data from
Academic Affairs and the difficulties that arise from the lack of common email addresses
for Blackboard. He did note the recent improvement of the LotusNotes system to more
effectively manage University email.
President Vernon asked Dr. Sirianni to comment on the working timeline for the Luminis
implementation. Dr. Sirianni said that there is significant work to be done, but that
completion is anticipated for January 2011.
Senator Rubin said that the progress is as if he fell asleep a year ago and woke up at a
different institution. He thanked Dr. Sirianni and Ms. Buescher for their work.
Senator Flicker asked Dr. Sirianni how the Senate could support further rapid
developments in IT services. Dr. Sirianni responded that the best way is to continue to
communicate and to keep the channels of communication open.
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Senator Rock expressed support for improvements in IT over the last year and the Senate
applauded Dr. Sirianni and Ms. Buescher for their work.
Dr. Sirianni and Ms. Buescher left the meeting at 3:24 p.m.
4. Approval of September 15, 2006 Minutes #322
The Senate approved (15:0:2) the minutes of 15 September 2006 (Rock/Gyug).
5. Announcements by President of the Faculty Senate
President Vernon will send an email to Deans of schools and chairs of departments, areas
and units reminding them of the new statutory rules that require an annual faculty
approval of norms and standards for tenure. President Vernon will request copies of the
norms and standards. While the deadline for submission of the annual approval was
November 1, two schools requested extensions. Senators discussed the transition in GBA
to the new statutorily recognized areas. The new statutory rules applicable to GBA areas
mean that each area is to develop and approve its own norms and standards.
President Vernon addressed the use of FCRH parking stickers for occasional parking
related to teaching at Marymount and said that she will ask that FCRH and FCLC parking
permits be honored at Marymount.
President Vernon suggested inviting John Carroll (Director of Campus Security) to speak
on campus security issues at the next meeting with particular attention to the problem of
visitors being able to access the campus for appointments with faculty, administrators.
Alternatively, President Vernon suggested inviting Dr. Don Gillespie, Associate Vice
President for Institutional Research, to discuss assessment and the establishment of
meaningful assessment criteria.
President Vernon noted that the phased retirement proposal will need to go to the Board
of Trustees at the March meeting. President Vernon suggested that the Salary & Benefits
Committee consider adding enhancements to create a new proposal to alleviate
University Counsel’s objection to renewal of the existing program out of concerns that
the program would become an automatic entitlement. Senators mentioned possible ways
to modify the current phased retirement program and the matter was referred to Salary &
Benefits.
President Vernon announced that the ad-hoc Committee addressing Distinguished
Professor appointments needs to meet.
At 3:54 p.m. the meeting adjourned (Mannion/Flicker).
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Joseph M. McShane, S.J., Hon. President
Joel R. Reidenberg, President
Henry Schwalbenberg, Vice President
Joseph Koterski, S.J., Secretary

Gregory Acevedo
Dominic Balestra
Bruce Berg
Fran Blumberg
Diana Bray
Martin Chase, S.J.
Marcia Flicker

Richard Gyug
Margo Jackson
Eve Keller
Anne Mannion
Michael M. Martin
Mark Massa, S.J.
Harry Nasuti

Meeting:

4:30 p.m. in Viewing Room #041, Ground Floor
Electronic Information Center, Walsh Library, Rose Hill Campus

Excused:

Senators Mark Massa, S.J., Chaya Piotrkowski, Berish Rubin, and
Falguni Sen

Leonard Nissim
Chaya Piotrkowski
Mary Procidano
Berish Rubin
Falguni Sen
Esther Solomon
Shapoor Vali
Grace Vernon

Dr. Grace Vernon, the President of the Faculty Senate, called the Senate to order at 4:35pm
and had each of the Senators introduce themselves. Father Joseph Koterski, S.J., delivered an
invocation.
1. Election of Faculty Senate Officers for 2007-2008
The floor was opened for nominations for the office of Faculty Senate President.
President: Dr. Joel Reidenberg

Nominated by Keller/Martin
Vote 20:1

Nominations were closed (Koterski/Mannion), the Senate elected Senator Reidenberg as its
President for 2007-2008.
President Reidenberg assumed the gavel and thanked the Senate for its confidence.
The floor was opened for nominations for the office of Vice President.
Vice-President: Dr. Henry Schwalbenberg

Nominated by Nissim/Keller

After nominations were closed (Koterski/ Mannion), Senator Berg moved that the Senate
dispense with the need for a secret ballot, and this motion was accepted without objection.
The Senate then elected Senator Schwalbenberg as its Vice President for 2007-2008 by
acclamation.
The floor was opened for nominations for the office of Secretary.
Secretary:

Rev. Joseph Koterski, S.J.

Nominated by Mannion/Balestra
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After nominations were closed (Vernon/Martin), Senator Berg again moved that the Senate
dispense with the need for a secret ballot, and again this motion was accepted without
objection. The Senate then elected Senator Koterski as its Secretary for 2007-2008 by
acclamation.
2. Announcements
President Reidenberg appointed Senator Grace Vernon and Senator Marcia Flicker to serve on
the Executive Committee, along with Vice President Schwalbenberg and Secretary Koterski.
He expressed deep appreciation for the work of President Grace Vernon over the past three
years as well as for the work of those individuals who have just completed their Senate terms.
He welcomed those new to the Senate and asked that anyone with suggestions for the work of
the Senate in the coming year to send him their ideas. He noted that a number of priorities are
already clear, including further work on such topics as compensation, faculty life, governance
procedures, and the research aspects of the University.
3. Approval of the Minutes from the Faculty Senate Meeting of May 4, 2007
The Senate reviewed the minutes of the May 4, 2007 and suggested various corrections. After
discussion, the Senate approved (14:0:7) a motion (Koterski/Mannion) to adopt the following
wording for item 10:
Senator Esther Solomon raised a concern with a personnel issue pertaining to due
process and the right of appeal for a denial of promotion in her area of the Business
School. There was a discussion about whether the Senate has jurisdiction in this
matter. Senate President Vernon then ruled that the Senate does not have jurisdiction
to hear this matter. One Senator suggested that it would be prudent for the Hearing
Committee to include in the letters by which it communicated its decisions some
explicit comment about any further rights that an appellant may have to formal
appeals.
The Senate then approved (16:0:5) the motion to adopt the minutes of May 4, 2007
(Procidano/Mannion), as amended (with Father McShane’s corrections still to be included)
At 5:03pm the Senate adjourned (Mannion).
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